
  Topic Knowledge Organiser 
Learn these facts to help you with your all of 
your work.  

Important Vocabulary: 

Rainforest- A rainforest is a thick forest of tall trees 

which is found in tropical areas where there is a lot 

of rain. 

Poison- Poison is a substance that harms or kills 

people or animals if they swallow it or absorb it. 

Scientists- A scientist is someone who has studied 

science and whose job is to teach or do research in 

science. 

Medicines- Medicine is a substance that you drink or 

swallow in order to cure an illness. 

Planet- A planet is a large, round object in space that 

moves around a star. The Earth is a planet. 

Jungle- A jungle is a forest in a tropical country 

where large numbers of tall trees and plants grow 

very close together. 

Dense- Something that is dense contains a lot of 

things or people in a small area. 

 

Plants 
There are 170 000 different 
plants in the rainforest. 
Plants are important to keep 
the rainforest thriving. They 
are very important for 
animals, as they provide 
food and places to hide. 
Scientists have used many 
rainforest plants to make 
medicines we use regularly. 
 

 

Food Glorious Food 
Many foods originally come from 
Rainforests. These include: 
 Chocolate 
 Rice 
 Coffee  
 Tomatoes 
 Potatoes 
 Bananas 
 Black Pepper 
 Pineapples 
 Corn 
 
There are over 3000 different types of 
fruit grown in rainforests. 

Animals 
There are over 5000 species of frog in 
the world and most of them are found 
in rainforests. Poison dart frogs are 
one of the most brightly coloured 
animals on our planet. These frogs lay 
frogspawn on land and when it 
hatches into tadpoles, they climb onto 
their mother’s back so she can take 
them to water. 
 

 

Fun Facts: 
 A rainforest is a type of jungle that is a particular climate 
 Tropical rainforests are warm and have a lot of rainfall 
 Many rainforests are dense and it can take 10 minutes for a raindrop to fall from 

the cloud to the ground as it slowly drops on each plant/leaf 
 There are tropical rainforests in Brazil, Peru, Indonesia, Colombia, Bolivia, India, 

Malaysia, Mexico, Papua New Guinea and Venezuela 
 Rainforests are in danger from being destroyed forever; to make paper or room 

for new homes; recycling paper is one way of supporting our Rainforests from 
destruction 

 


